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It’s tough to talk about the business benefits of 

putting the customers’ needs first without sounding 

cliché. Yet, at CFSI, we are certain a new take on this 

age-old problem is useful.

To be truly groundbreaking, financial services companies must go further than delighting 

their customers with convenient, beautifully designed products and services. They must 

aim to solve a real problem for customers: improving their financial health. 

Over 40% of Americans describe themselves as struggling to pay bills and credit 

payments, and more than one fifth have no idea how long they could make ends meet 

in the event of a job loss. This is distressing for these Americans and a concern for the 

United States as a whole.  It is also a call to action for the financial service industry.  

Financial services companies need to provide new mechanisms to spend, borrow, save 

and plan that will provide real and lasting value to their customers, while also creating 

long-term revenue streams.

The banks, credit unions, retailers, financial technology companies and others who put their 

customers’ success at the center of their business strategies will experience increased 

customer loyalty and trust, and deepened product usage and engagement. This may be 

difficult, or impossible, to track in quarterly gains. However, over the long-term, those 

financial providers who align their profitability with their customers’ financial health will 

experience positive reputational and economic results. And, as their customers move up 

the economic ladder, the financial services providers who invested in their customers’ 

success will see those relationships expand further. 

Solving real problems of financial 
health for consumers can be a 
major competitive advantage for 
providers, driving deep customer 
engagement and long-term 
revenue streams.
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CFSI Consumer Financial Health Study
A new study – the CFSI Consumer Financial Health Study – provides rich data 

that will help financial services providers to accomplish this. The CFSI Consumer 

Financial Health Study is a nationally representative survey designed to increase 

understanding of the interplay among indicators of financial health, consumers’ 

use of a range of financial products and services, and consumers’ attitudes and 

preferences. 

By understanding how customers perceive their financial options, financial 

institutions can better design, build, and market products that meet peoples’ 

needs – and help them achieve financial health.  Over the course of the next year, 

CFSI will release a series of publications with detailed findings from this study.  

This brief represents a preview of some of the study’s initial, topline financial health 

indicators.

What is Financial Health?
Financial health is comprised of three core elements: 

1. Smooth and effective management of day-to-day financial life; 

2. Resilience in the face of inevitable ups and downs; and 

3. Capacity to seize opportunities that will lead to financial security and   

 mobility over time.  

Simply, financial health is the combination of effective day-to-day financial 

management, resilience and long-term financial security.

Effective Day-to-day Financial Management
Our data indicates that a significant number of consumers are effectively managing 

ongoing financial tasks, such as paying bills. Half of Americans (52%) indicate that 

they are keeping up with all bills and payments without any difficulties. However, 

a sizeable proportion is struggling: 38 percent of Americans are struggling to keep 

up and an additional 5 percent report falling behind with their bills and payments. 

People who cannot remain current on monthly bills are forced to make tradeoffs 

about which bills to pay and which to postpone, to contend with late fees and 

other penalties, and to risk a blemished credit score, limiting access to affordable 

credit and further constraining their financial options in the future.

52%

29%

Keeping up with all, but it is a constant struggle9%

Falling behind with some bills or credit payments3%

Falling behind with many bills or credit payments2%

Don’t have any bills or credit payments2%

Refused0.3%

Q:  Which one of the following statements best 
describes how well your household is 
keeping up with your bills and credit 
payments at the moment?

Don’t know2%

Keeping up with all without any dif�culties

Keeping up with all, but it is a 
struggle from time to time

®
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Financial Resilience in the Face of Ups and 
Downs
To understand peoples’ capacity to withstand financial setbacks, we asked how 

long households could make ends meet if faced with unemployment, a long-

term illness, or another emergency. While more than a third of Americans (35%) 

say their household could make ends meet for more than six months, another 

30 percent say they would only be able to make ends meet for three months 

or less. Moreover, more than one in five (22%) say they do not know how long 

they could make ends meet if faced with an emergency. This highlights a notable 

lack of awareness among consumers about their own financial circumstances, 

an awareness that is critical to consumers’ ability to be resilient in the face of a 

financial shock. 

  

Opportunity to Achieve Long-Term Financial 
Security
Planning for the long-term is critical to be able to seize opportunities that will lead 

to financial security and mobility.  When asked about saving money for the future, 

more than one quarter of Americans (27%) say the most important time frame 

for them is the next few weeks or months, and another 27 percent say the next 

year or few years.  Only 19 percent indicate that their most important time frame 

for saving for the future is longer than 10 years. The data on retirement savings, 

a major long-term goal for many, underscores the impact of short-term focus. 

More than a quarter of Americans (27%) report having less than $1,000 saved for 

retirement. Of those, nearly half (48%) are 35 to 65 years old, prime working years 

– and the majority of those do not expect to receive a pension other than Social 

Security.  Without substantial changes, these Americans are likely to experience 

significant challenges achieving their retirement-related financial goals. 

Opportunity for Financial Services Providers
The good news for financial services providers looking to partner with their 

customers to improve financial health is that Americans are both optimistic and 

loyal. Although only 30 percent of Americans say they are highly satisfied with 

their present financial condition, and fewer than half (45%) say they are confident 

they can meet their long-term goals for becoming financially secure, almost half 

(46%) expect their financial situation to be better in five years. Nearly two-thirds of 

Americans (63%) say that once they find a product or service they like, they tend 

to be very loyal and do not like to switch. 

Consumers need their financial providers to partner with them, providing new tools 

and resources to make their optimism a reality. Innovative transactional and credit 

products could come equipped with features that enable consumers to make real-

time decisions about what spending they can afford or that facilitate making trade-

Do people have what they need to make their 
financial lives work?

How do we build financial products to help 
Americans achieve their goals?

7% Strongly Agree

Q:   How much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: I am highly satis�ed with my present 
�nancial condition.

23% Agree

34% Neither Agree or Disagree

12%

Neither Agree or DisagreeNeither Agree or Disagree23% Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Refused1%

Q:  How long could your household make ends meet 
if you faced unemployment, a longer-term 
illness, job loss, economic downturn, or other 
emergency that caused a drop in income? 

6%

11%

14%

11%

11%

24%

22%

≤ one week

> one week but 
≤ one month

> one month but 
≤ three months

> three months but 
≤ six months

> six months but 
≤ twelve months

> twelve months

Don’t know
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The Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI) is the nation’s authority on consumer financial 
health. CFSI leads a network of financial services innovators committed to building a more robust 
financial services marketplace with higher quality products and services. Through its Compass 
Principles and a lineup of proprietary research, insights and events, CFSI informs, advises, and 
connects members of its network to seed the innovation that will transform the financial services 
landscape. For more on CFSI, go to http://www.cfsinnovation.com and follow on Twitter at 
 @CFSInnovation.

 

Center for Financial Services Innovation
20 N. Clark, Suite 1950  

Chicago, IL 60602
312.881.5856
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offs among bills more seamlessly. New products that spread the payment of some 

bills out over time or that better distribute the risk of ups and downs in income and 

spending, would yield meaningful consumer benefits, while representing brand 

new revenue streams. The idea of using behavioral finance-inspired nudges to 

instill greater retirement savings is no longer new, but the application of this insight 

to a wider range of decisions still holds potential.

Ultimately, customers and providers each have resources to bring to bear on 

improving financial health. Individuals know their own goals and aspirations, and 

see the full economic picture of their household. They often have blind spots, 

however, about the implications of their financial decisions. And, their attention is 

rightly divided: they are focused not just on their financial lives, but on their jobs, 

their family and friends, communities and interests. Providers have deep expertise 

about consumer finance. Those providers who bring this expertise front and center 

to their client relationships, making their customers’ lives easier and better in the 

process, will realize a major competitive advantage. 

Often, the key to designing an innovative service to meet customers’ needs requires 

redefining those needs, turning them upside down or inside out – doing whatever 

it takes to see them in a new way. While people do need to conduct financial 

transactions and store funds safely and securely, this need is connected to a larger, 

deeper objective: to be financially healthy. Providing this more complicated service 

requires a major mindset shift for the banks, credit unions, retailers, financial  

technology companies and others who provide financial services today. It will be 

difficult, if not impossible, for some. And, it won’t come quickly for anyone. But, 

those companies who redefine themselves as being in the business of building 

financial health will win in the long run.

10% Strongly Agree

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: I am con�dent that I can meet my long-term 
goals for becoming �nancially secure.

35% Agree

37% Neither Agree or Disagree

6%

11% Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Refused1%

About the survey 
CFSI commissioned GfK, an online consumer research company, to deploy a national survey 
to collect data for its Consumer Financial Health Study.  The survey was fielded from June 
through August, 2014. More than 7,000 individuals over the age of 18 responded to the 
survey, and the data cited in this paper has been weighted to ensure it is representative of the 
US population.  Additional detail about survey and weighting methodology will be provided in 
forthcoming publications.   

The Consumer Financial Health survey data 
set contains information about a wide range 
of financial products and services, financial 
health, consumer attitudes and demographics.  
For more information about the study, and 
to sign up to be notified when new research 
is released, please visit cfsinnovation.com/
finhealthstudy.

http://www.cfsinnovation.com
mailto:info@cfsinnovation.com
cfsinnovation.com/finhealthstudy
cfsinnovation.com/finhealthstudy

